Release Note DS-4CU VA1 v6.1.10.8

(This version is only compatible with the new HW version – VA1)

Device Hardware Version

1. Please find your device serial number (S/N), it can be found either on the label or on the web Administration page.

2. Check the 10th digit of the S/N. If it is “V”, then the device has the new hardware. If it is “0”, it has the original hardware and is not compatible with the firmware series described in this release note.
New Features

Added support of “Televic Confidea FLEX G4 wireless” and “BXB FCS-6350”

Support List:
• Shure DDS 5900
• Show DCS-100M
• Bosch CCS 1000D
• HAYACO WMC 240G
• Sennheiser ADN CU1
• Televic Plixus AE-R
• Audio-Technica ATUC-50CU
• Televic D-Cerno
• Shure MXA 310/710/910
• Shure MXW
• Shure MXCW
• Bosch Dicentis Wireless system
• Televic Confidea FLEX G4 wireless
• BXB FCS-6350

Issue Fixed & Modification

• Add daily power on/off scheduler.
• Fix “DS-4CU misses Bosch CCS1000D microphone signal and fails to track occasionally.”
• Modify mechanism to avoid system stuck caused when SD card formatting was half-done.
• Fix “DS-4CU pulls its own RTSP stream can cause system crash.”
• Fix “DS-4CU doesn’t retry connecting to the Shure microphone system if DS-4CU booted up before the microphone.”
• Add a button for system restart.
• Add buttons for background/overlay deleting.
• Support multiple microphone systems (Shure MXA) connection.

• Notice: During the firmware update progress, please always keep the power on to prevent permanent system unstable or damage.